ONE OF THE MOST ENGAGING SPEAKERS!

GENA LESTER
College Admissions Expert | Speaker | Wall Street
Journal Best-Selling Author | Business Coach
“Gena worked with me to help me design my course content, break it
into bite size pieces for my audience, provide the appropriate hand
outs to complement the content AND.... biggest of all, work through
loading it onto a platform to actually have it be purchasable. She was
so available to me as I ran into trouble, and encouraged me all along
the way. If I can do it, YOU CAN TOO!”
Theresa Lubovich Poulsbo
Tutoring and Test Prep

Bio

Talk: GO ONLINE!
Congratulations
You’re
Accepted! Do you dream of
the day that your teen
hears these 3 beautiful
words but, getting to this
point feels overwhelming,
daunting and impossible?
Do you wish there was a
way for you to know what
you don’t know?

Dr. Gena Lester has been guiding families in education
and college admissions for over 25 years. She is a Wall
Street Journal Best-Selling author and professional
speaker, as well as an educator with over 20 years of
experience in higher education. Dr. Gena helps
entrepreneurs, coaches, and consultants take their skills
into the entrepreneurial world by developing “U-NiquelyU” formula which she uses to help people find their
passions and be more successful on their journey.

https://www.educationprepcenters.com

You’re a coach…You are also an educator teaching your tribe everyday. You love
teaching and sharing new information with
the world. And you want to take your skills
into the online entrepreneurial space - but
how? That's where Dr. Gena Lester comes in.
Her proven method works for any industry teleporting you through a journey of growth,
wisdom, and wealth.
Stop your business from running you and
start running your business with ultimate
flexibility and freedom.
"I am engaging and very inspirational, I am
comfortable in front of a crowd and can easily pivot"
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